‘Every valley shall be lifted up,
and every mountain and hill be made low.’
‘Ain’t

no valley low enough ….’
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Valley: a “low area of land between hills or mountains, typically
with a stream or river flowing through it; a low point or
condition”
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Are you or someone you care about going through a valley right
now? What are the things that sustain us when we travel through
these places? Has being a part of a community of faith helped
you? Whatever our valleys, wherever they are, we can be certain
that God is there with us. No valley is so low ….
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Sundays, we come to participate in a time of worship and
fellowship where our souls are lifted up by beautiful music in an
exquisite setting. It’s a time when we may be pulled out of a
valley of pain and suffering. Or it can be a time when we’re
brought to a place of peace and rest after a long journey.
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Worship and fellowship, Bible study and missions work — all
encourage us to continue climbing these mountain, to hike out of
those valleys in our lives. Many of us participate a number of
Trinity’s ministries, and we know well how important those
services are. We become closer to one another as we become
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Our gifts to and our work through these ministries multiplies in
countless ways. Consider for a moment, those gifts which
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Support the work of the Worship Committee who plan the
season’s worship schedule and special events in the year;
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Make important sacramental moments possible like baptisms,
confirmation, weddings, funerals, etc.
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Provide for the purchase of new music and supplies for the
many choirs and ensembles;
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Provides flowers and other design elements for the altar
throughout the year that are also passed on to others to enjoy
after the service;
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Help the Christian Education & Formation Committee provide
classes and rich experiences for people of all ages.
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How are you impacted by these ministries? Are you interested in
serving in some capacity on a committee, in a choir or musical
group? Can you lead a youth Bible study lesson? Are you able to
volunteer in the kitchen?
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As you bring your pledge to the front of the sanctuary this month,
you will see the mountain “filling up.” It will be updated each
week. This serves as a visual representation of our quest as a
congregation to meet financial goals that will support the
ministries and activities of Trinity Church in the coming year.
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Please consider these things as you complete your pledge card this
month.
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NOTE: Electronic giving is available for your convenience. Please
let us know if you wish to give online via check or credit card.
Forms are available online and in the church office.
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